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Bilderberg: Agenda for global centralized control
system is public and out in the open

By Steve Watson
Global Research, January 22, 2011
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Global Research Editor’s Note

Wikileaks’ Julian Assange is also a protégé of The Economist

We have referred many times to the push for  a centralized world government control
system as the “open conspiracy”. Groups such as Bilderberg, The Trilateral Commission and
The Council on Foreign Relations are kingpins of this agenda, shaping the policies of the
politicians and power brokers that they have effectively bought.

A rather bizarre article in The Economist today addresses this power structure and far from
dismissing it as a conspiracy theory, simply reaffirms the fact that “the cosmopolitan elite”
do indeed “flock together” at such gatherings and elusive clubs to shape the world that the
“superclass” wishes to inhabit.

Of course, The Economist is a perfect avenue for the open conspiracy to be flaunted, given
that its editor is a regular attendee at the annual Bilderberg conference, an admission the
piece proudly discloses in its opening paragraphs.

Tongue firmly in cheek, the piece describes Bilderberg as “an evil conspiracy bent on world
domination”, and then goes on to affirm that actually yes, the group really does dominate
world events.

It  was responsible for  the single European currency,  it  plays host  to the world’s  most
influential  aristocrats  and  business  people,  as  well  as  a  small  cadre  of  journalists,
representing the biggest global media corporations, who are sworn to comply with Chatham
House rules, meaning they cannot disclose any of the “big ideas” that are hatched at
Bilderberg.

“The world is a complicated place, with oceans of new information sloshing around.” the
piece continues, “To run a multinational organisation, it helps if you have a rough idea of
what  is  going  on.  It  also  helps  to  be  on  first-name  terms  with  other  globocrats.  So  the
cosmopolitan  elite—international  financiers,  bureaucrats,  charity  bosses  and
thinkers—constantly  meet  and  talk.  They  flock  to  elite  gatherings…  They  form  clubs.”

The most influential of those clubs, according to the article, are Bilderberg, The Council on
Foreign Relations, The Trilateral Commission, The Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace and The Group of Thirty. They are now shedding their secretive natures and revealing
themselves  to  the  world.  The  “globocratic  shindigs  are  opening  up”,  the  piece
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acknowledges.

The article goes on to give some examples of major international events that have been
shaped  over  the  years  at  elite  gatherings,  including  diplomatic  agreements  and  even
decisions on major wars.

“Such meetings are ‘an important part of the story of the superclass’, The Economist quotes
former Kissinger luminary and international elitist David Rothkopf, the author of the book
The Global Power Elite and the World They Are Making.

“What they offer is access to ‘some of the world’s most sequestered and elusive leaders’. As
such, they are one of ‘the informal mechanisms of [global] power’, Rothkopf adds.

Don’t  blame  the  international  “globocrat”  elite  for  the  financial  crisis  though,  the  piece
urges, claiming that the superclass were “caught napping”. And while the piece admits that
some international bankers are responsible for looting the system wholesale, it attempts to
convince readers  that  ultimately  the presence of  an inter-connected international  elite
actually saved the world from complete financial meltdown – so you can sleep easy at night.

Of course, anyone who closely follows the activity of such elite groups will tell you that they
absolutely were not caught off guard and were fully aware that the crisis was being carefully
massaged back in 2006. Reports from the Bilderberg meetings in Canada in ’06 and in
Turkey in ’07 predicted a global housing crash and forecast a prolonged financial meltdown
as a result. The group has since been debating exactly how it should move to shape the
economic  situation  in  order  to  further  its  own  global  influence  and  that  of  the  (honestly,
we’re not evil at all) “superclass”.

A decade ago anyone who even spoke of the existence of Bilderberg, let alone suggested it
was a major manipulator of world events, was roundly categorized as a crazy tin foil hat
wearing kook. Today the very same assertions make up the stuff of editorials in the world’s
global press.

Steve Watson is  the London based writer  and editor  for  Alex Jones’  Infowars.net,  and
Prisonplanet.com. He has a Masters Degree in International Relations from the School of
Politics at The University of Nottingham in England.
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